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Purpose
•  Thinking about the state (wide sense) from point of view of economics

•  Some taxation and monetary policy, but more issues (e.g., groups). 
Also political economy, history of ideas

•  Recurrent issues over time despite the variety of contexts:

–  Taxation: monitoring (information), enforcement

–  Money and public debt, capital markets

–  Class of entrepreneurs/financiers (money men)

•  Course takes topics (not a grand descriptive history)

•  Emphasis is on evolution through incentives (economic)

•  Before the 19th century, essentially, the “warfare state” 2

Method
•  Use the analytical tool of economics (much more than “supply and 

demand”), but no imposition of current theories on historical events 
and data

•  Stay close to the evidence (as much as possible)

•  Include other features than economics when necessary

•  History is not a sequence of snapshots, but it’s a movie
•  Time dependence is essential

•  Institutions and context are not given. Consider (as much as 
possible), how the context and institutions evolve endogenously.
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Geography



Erie Canal: 1817-1825
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The canal was faster than carts pulled by draft animals
and cut transport costs by about 95%.
•  gave New York City's port an incomparable
 advantage over all other U.S. port cities.
•  ushered in the state's 19th century political and cultural 

ascendancy.
•  fostered a population surge in western New York  and 

opened regions farther west to settlement.
  (Wikipedia. Read the article) 6

5-4000 BC

3000 BC

The “Antique Economy”
•  Two views

–  Antiquity is different for economics (Moses Finley)

–  Antiquity is not different: prices, markets, contracts

•  In this course, no difference:

–  Incentives (private and collective) dominate.
–  Institutions are essential; they evolve endogenously.
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Hydraulic civilizations
All early civilizations developed in river basins:

•  Mesopotamia from 5-4000 BC

•  around the Nile from 3000 BC

•  around the Indus from 2500 BC

•  In China, Yellow River Basin from 1800 BC
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Theories and models
Wittfogel (1896-1988):

Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total Power (1957)
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•  Civilization in basins that require irrigation
•  Irrigation requires coordination
•  Coordination requires centralization
•  Centralization requires command, despotism

•  Wittfogel affected by the context of his time (and his life)
•  Simple theory (good and bad)
•  Device to organize analyses
•  Standard exercises, in academics, to prove or disprove W.

Comment (general issue, much more than W.):
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5-4000 BC

Then ….
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Now Mesopotamia
•   Basin with two rivers

Euphrates: main use

•    700 km from the sea: elevation 50 m.
Tigris: more volume but more dangerous

•   Basin is relatively wide

•   cities can develop an area of supply
•   evidence of returns to scale (pottery)



Flood regime
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Levies



Time line of “urban” development
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Figure 2.  Schematic illustration of the scale and distribution of 
urban places in southern and northern Mesopotamia, 5000-
2000 BC.  Points with solid outlines are extensive “proto-
urban” settlements.
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Source: Ur (2010), Fig. 2.

(in September) and peak (around April-May). The plain could be very fertile, but only

if a system of levees would at the same time provide irrigation and protect from the

dangerous rivers in the spring.

The network of levees (Figure **) and the irrigation of the plain required the coordi-

nation and the cooperation of individuals. Economists debate whether individuals can

find through bargaining an e�cient outcome (Coase Theorem). Karl Wittfogel (1896-

1988), a marxist historian2 would doubt that such coordination could be achieved with-

out a centrally planned economy. The large-scale infrastructure would require forced

labor under an authoritarian regime that would use an extended bureaucracy (Oriental

Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total Power, 1957)3 . A ”democratic state” could

not emerge in a hydraulic civilization that relied on extensive irrigation (Indus, Yangtze,

Nile).

Cities

2A staunch communist before 1940, he became the strong opponent of communism after the
Ribentrop-Molotov pact.

3Other contributors, Max Weber

From villages to empires
1.  Villages (North)
2.  City-states, (North then, intensively, South)

Rivalries and wars
3.  Empires

Capture the surplus of cities, save on inter-city warfare
General mechanism: Roman empire, conquest of Scotland by England
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Example of kingdom extension: Hammurabi�
(~ 1750)
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Southern Mesopotamia
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Terrain above 100m is shadedSource: Ur (2013)
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Uruk c. 3100 BC
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Competing cities 2600-2100 BC
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Urban fabric in Eshnunna (2200 BC)
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Source: Jason Ur (2012)

Uruk
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Jason Ur (2012)

“Unfortunately, almost all objects found in the great structures 
at Uruk were in a secondary context and cannot be tied directly 
to them. These include the world’s first written documents, clay 
tablets (the so-called Archaic Texts) with a pictographic script 
(Englund 1998). The 5,400 tablets recovered are primarily 
concerned with economic matters and record great quantities of 
sheep, agricultural products, beer, and  land. They are often 
assumed to be the economic records of temples, but this 
assumption is complicated by their secondary archaeological 
context”



Invention of writing
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•  around 7500 BCE, tokens for 
accounting

•  ~ 3400, bullae (clay balls) for token

•  ~ 3300, pictograms on boxes

•  ~ 3200, tablets with numbers and 
logograms

~ 3000 BCE

Money
•  Coins appear in Anatolia around 7th century BCE

•  Before that, weight in gold and silver

•  Even with no exchange in gold and silver, a unit weight (shekel) can 
be used as a unit of account.

–  One shekel 8.4 grams of silver

–  Daily wage for Babylonian workers ~ ¼ shekel

•  Other unit: sar (shar) 36 square meters (~ 400 square ft)
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Public administration
•  Administration not well developed

•  Some “civil servants”

•  Use of merchants

•  (Partial privatization of public administration)
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Contracts and private property
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Sale of Real Estate, Sumer, around 2000 BCE

Sini-Ishtar, the son of Ilu-eribu, and Apil-Ili, his brother, have 
bought one third Shar of land with a house constructed, next the 
house of Sini-Ishtar, and next the house of Minani; one third Shar 
of arable land next the house of Sini-Ishtar, which fronts on the 
street; the property of Minani, the son of Migrat-Sin, from Minani, 
the son of Migrat-Sin. They have paid four and a half shekels of 
silver, the price agreed. Never shall further claim be made, on 
account of the house of Minani. By their king they swore. (The 
names of fourteen witnesses and a scribe then follow.) Month 
Tebet, year of the great wall of Karra-Shamash.



Contract: power of attorney
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First year of Evil-Merodach, 561 B.C.

ITTI-NABU-BALATU, the son of Shula, the son of Egil acts in place 
of Bel-kishir, his brother, (who) has not gone into business. With 
reference to their securities and whatever property belonged to 
Shula, their father, (which) they have shared with one another, in so 
far as it belongs to Bel-kishir, it shall go into the business, and 
whatever profit arises from traffic (literally, the street), however much 
he may gain in this way, he shall bring all unto and to Bel-kishir 
deliver. His hand for this he raised. 

Justice

•  Code of King Ur-Nammu (2250 BC)
–  Probably, encoding of previous rules
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•  Code of Hammurabi (1792-1750 BC)
–  282 cases
–  Very harsh punishments

“an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth”

Louvre museum

•  Demonstration of private property rights

Some general issues
•   Private and Public property

•   cost of public property :

•   control of the output
•   incentive for effort, irrigation, field care, etc…                            
(slave labor is not very productive at 100% tax rate)

•    The role of markets

•   market economy or “distributive” economy ?

•  some have  argued that market did not play an important role in 
antiquity, (people were not supposed to think in economic terms). 
K. Polanyi (1886-1964), Moses Finley (1912-1986)

•  I do not believe this. Starting point in this course: people were as 
smart as now.  More restricted by some constraints, perhaps.

•  If we don’t understand their actions, we should make an effort at 
understanding.

Urbanization and ruralization

32Urban > 40 ha.  Rural <10 ha.


